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Installation Time: 20-30 Minutes
Tools Needed: Wire strippers/crimpers.

Step 1: Locate a flat metal surface underneath each front seat and attach the
lights (Fig 1). Make sure lights and wire are mounted in a manner that it will not
be affected by seat movement. Run wires along either side of center console,
below the carpet and under the dash. All wires will go to the same location in
front of shifter under the dash (Fig 2)

Step 2: On 4 door kits, repeat step 1 on the rear seats using the lights marked
“REAR”. If seats fold down be sure to route wire will it will not be affected by
movement. We encourage slowly folding seat down while checking wires to be
sure. Route wire under carpet and along center console until it is grouped with
other connectors.

Step 3: Locate a flat metal surface under both driver and passenger side of the
dash and attach lights. Route wire towards center of dash until it is grouped with

other connectors. Be careful not to route wire in a manner where it will affect the
brake, gas, and clutch pedals.
Step 4: Plug all connections into the main harness. Attach black ground wire to a
chassis ground. On Jeep JK Wranglers a good chassis ground can be found to the
left of the pedal assembly in the form of a stud with a 10mm nut. Red positive wire
should be connected to a relay/fuse protected power source.
Note: Once lights are on move them around under seats and dash to see what
placement yields the best illumination results. Once the desired lighting is
achieved be sure that the location will not be affected by seat movement.
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